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This invention relates to improvements in a 

method of making a container, and more par 
ticularly to a container of an economical type 
usually discarded after a single usage, and where 
economy is an important factor in the production 
of the container, such container being highly 
desirable for use as a dessert or sundae dish, 
ramekin, and similar purposes. 
This application is a division of my applica 

tion entitled "Container and method of making 10 pleated side wall so that the spaced patches of 
the same,” ?led July 3, 1940, Serial No. 343,831, printing, in effect, provide the appearance of 
now Patent No. 2,334,805, Nov. 23, 1943. ,a continuous arrangement of_ prmtltngx ‘ 

I am aware that in the past; many and various ._ Still another object of the invention is the pro 
types of flat-bottom, self-‘sustaining dessert and Ylslon of a novel method 9f makme a contamer 
sundae dishes and the like have been provided, 15 m such a manner that a lighter weight of stock 
some made of only one piece of material and than is usual in suchncontalners may be used and 
others formed of initially separate bottom and sing ereglge a container havmg ample strength 
body blanks. Usually, in the case of a one- an ltlgl 1 y- _ _ _ _ 

piece dish, the side Wall of the dish Was‘formed _ It is also an important object of this finveili 
with pleats, thus providing three thicknesses of 20 3°; gogggvgggtglsegaggg 32;‘; 121217113‘; oplggieé 
material at the mouth end of the vessel and, ' . . . 

from a practical standpoint, prohibiting provi- sigiomigzi g‘gguégfgig?éeszelslmply constructed, 
sion of a rolled rim head at the mouth end. Fre- ~ 8 _ ' . 

quently, such formerly known vessels were objec~ 25 gm]; so“; dof 53:11am; sg'fliigg feétsléll'fs'igsgg: 
tionably expensive to manufacture, owing to the zinngafg ‘zeena above gpointed 013; others will. 
$512182e§§l§§§§§§§§f§£$$i 21.122533: become apparent from the following disclosures, 
poses intended. It was also necessary to com- gigsvlinénnfggggition with the accompanying‘ 
sensate ln some manner for the variation in con- 30 Figure’ 1 is a top plan View of a b1 ank embody_ 
our at the- mouth edge of the remnant Yessel’ ing principles of the present invention, from. 
eSp-emany If the pleats were not Immediately which blankaone-piece ?at-bottom paper vessel 
adJacent to each other, since forming the pleats having a p1 eate d side wall may be made, . 
and folding up portions of the blank to form the Figure 2 is a View of the opposite sid’e of the 
side wall of the container would result in a series 35 blank seen in Figure 1, 
of individual arcs around the mouth edge of the Figure 3 is an emar’ged plan View looking into 
“mime” rather than} snimou?’ {even e.dge' a completed vessel made from the blank of Fig- ‘ 
With the foregoing in mind, it is an important ures 1 and 2; v - 

object of the present invention to ptovlde an Figure 4 is a side elevational view of the vessel 
economical method of making a one-piece, ?at- 40 of Figure 3. 
bottom container having a pleated side wall with Figure 5 i's a transverse vertical Sectional View 
a downwardly rolled rim head at the mouth end through the vessel; and 
of the contamfar‘ ' _ _ Figure 6 is an enlarged, fragmentary vertical 
Another obJect of the invention is the provi- sectional View through one of the pleats taken 

si°n 0f a n°vel meih‘ld °f making‘ a Pleated °°n" 45 substantially as indicated by the line VI-VI of 
tainer, including the steps of notching the blank, Figure 3_ ~ 
scoring the container adjacent the notches, and As Shown bn the drawing: I _ 
then folding the container in a manner to reduce _ The present method will be described more or 
the number of Plies of matenal at the mouth ‘ less in conjunction with the article resulting from 
end of the container from the number ordinarily 50 the practice of the method, so that a clear un 
resulting from the formation of pleats. - 

Still another feature of the‘ invention is the 
provision of a novel method of making a container 
having a pleated side wall, including the steps 
of applying spaced dabs of adhesive to the blank, 55‘ 

_ and then forming the blank with pleats so that 
the pleats are eiiectively held in position by 
the dabs of adhesive. 

It is also a. feature of this invention to pro- ‘ 
vide a novel method of making a container hav 
ing a pleated side wall, which includes the steps 
of providing the original blank with spaced 
patches of printing, scoring the blank between 
the patches of printing, and then. forming a 

- derstanding of the invention will be had. 
With reference now to the drawing, there is ' 

seen in Figures 1 and 2 a single-piece blank I 
from which the ultimate vessel is formed. This . 
fblank may be paper of the type used in paper 



2 
drinking cups, paper sundae dishes, and vessels 
or containers of similar character, although with 
the features of the present invention the stock 
need not be as heavy or thick as has been used . 
heretofore to provide a vessel of equivalent 
strength and stability. The blank i as initially 
cut from a sheet of stock is substantially flat and 

, generally circular or disk-like in contour, except 
for a number, eight in the illustrated instance, 
of spaced curvate notches or recesses 2 extending 
inwardly from the true circumference of the 
blank. 

After the blankis cut from the stock sheet or 
contemporaneously therewith, if desired, it is die 
pressed or otherwise shaped to provide an ele 
vated central bottom portion 3 surrounded by 
an inclined wall 4, which construction adds to 
the stability of the resultant vessel. Contem 
poraneously with the shaping of the bottom por 
tion, the blank is scored from one side to pro 
vide a plurality of radially extending creases 
5 which extend from the outer edge of the wall 
4 to the edge of the blank proper adjacent the 
side of a notch 2. Creases or score-lines B are 
also provided on the opposite side of the blank, 
and these lines ‘6 aredisposed at an angle to the 
score-lines 5 to intersect the lines 5 at the outer 
edge of the wallv 4, extending from the opposite 
side of a notch 2. Accordingly, between a pair 
of adjacent lines 5 and 6, a V~shaped sector is 
provided which forms half of an ultimate pleat 
on the side wall of the container. , 
On the opposite side of the blank, as seen in 

Figure 2, spaced patches of printing 1 may be 
provided. It will be seen that one end of each 
patch comes ?ush with a, score-line vii, while the 
other end Of the patch isspaced away from a 
score-line 5 at a distance su?‘icient to provide 
for the overlap of the sector between the lines 
5 and 8 so that when the pleats are formed, the 
spaced patches of printing are united into a com 
plete continuous pattern, as seen in Figure 4. 
On the outer side of each of the sectors between 
adjacent lines 5 and 6, a spot of adhesive 8 is' 
preferably provided. This spot of adhesive is 
preferably disposed nearer the radially extend 
ing score-line 5 ‘than the angularly disposed 
score-line 6, as seen clearly in Figure 2. When 
the pleat is formed» by overlapping the sector on 
an adjacent portion of the blank, the spot ‘of 
adhesive unites two layers of the pleat on the 
outside of the cup, thereby effectively maintain 
ing the shape of the completed vessel and mate 
rially increasing the strength of the completed 
vessel. > , 

The side wall of the vessel is formed by fold 
ing each of the V-shaped sectors de?ned by ad 
jacent score-lines 5 and 6 on both these score 
lines so as to provide a triple thickness overlap 
of the blank. If the exposed folds inside the ves 
sel are to appear on a slant, as seen in Figures 
3 and 5, the fold is made so that the radially 
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extending score-line 5 appears on the inside of ‘ 
the vessel. On the other hand, if the exposed 
folds on the outside of the blank are to appear 
on a slant. the fold will be made so that the ra 
dially extending score line 5 will appear on the 
outside of the vessel. In either instance, the 
score line 5 which is initially at an angle to the 
score line 5 will appear straight in the result 
ing vessel, whether on the outside or the inside. 
The forming of the series of pleats around the 
side wall of the vessel results 'in elevating this 
portion of the blank with respect to the bottom 
and providing a sloping wall for the vessel, The 
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paper taken up in the formation of each pleat 
obviously reduces the original circumference of 
the blank and therefore after the formation of 
the pleats the mouth of the partially formed ves 
sel will not be a smooth suriaceybut will in fact 
be in the nature of a series of elongated scal 
lops between pleats. No attention need be given 
the formation of these scallops, because the scal 
loped deviation from a true circular mouth is 
not too great to be entirely taken up in the for 
mation of a downwardly rolled rim bead 9 around 
the mouth of the vessel. The rim bead is of 
such size as to give a smooth, completely circu 
lar and ?nished appearance to the mouth of the 
container, and the deviation from a true circum 
ference caused by the formation of the pleats 
will not be noticed in the rim bead. 
The rim :bead 9 may be provided-by any suit 

able means, such as beading mechanism. How 
ever, beading mechanism as used-at present pro 
vides an unsatisfactory bead in the event there 
are three thicknesses of material at one point 
and a single thickness of material thereadjacent, 
the 'sudden variation in thickness between one 
and three thicknesses being too great for the 
i'ormation'of an even-appearing head. This, of 
course, is exaggerated, as in the present instance 
when there are eight pleats, causing sixteen such 
variations in thickness around the container wall. 
However, withthe present invention; a rim bead 
may be formed vwhich is substantially perfect in 
appearance. This is due to the fact that the 
notches 2 provided at the outer end of each V 
shaped segment going to form a part of a pleat 
results in only two thicknesses of material oc 
curring at the outer or top portion of each triple 
.ply pleat. Therefore, the variation with the pres 
ent invention, instead of being one to three, is 
only one to two in that portion of the sidewall 
where‘ the rim Ibead 9 is formed. The variation 
of one to two is not beyond the capabilities of 
rim-beading mechanism, and a mooth, rolled 
down rim bead results. ' 
With the formation of the series of pleats and 

the consequent elevating of the sloping side wall 
of the container, the bottom portion of the con 
tainer at the outer edge of the wall 4 does not 
remain perfectly round but is forced to assume 
a shape in the nature of a series of connecting 
arcs l0 as seen in Figures 4 and 5. The forma 
tion of these arcs i0, rather than detracting from, 
actually enhances the appearance of the vessel. 
The arcs i0 have another function, namely, to 

provide additional strength and rigidity to the 
wall. Therefore, with the rolled-down rim head 
9, the spots of adhesive 8 ‘in the pleats, and the 
series of arcs ill‘ at the bottom of the container 
‘all contributing to the rigidity and stability of 
the vessel, the container may be formed of a 
lighter stock than usual and have equivalent 
strength. 
From the foregoing, it is apparent that I have 

provided a novel method of making a container, 
the practice of which method results in a very 
economical, simply constructed, highly durable 
one-piece ?at-bottom pleated container having a 
rolled rim at the mouth end, which container 
may be made of lighter material than custom 
ary and still have equivalent strength and ri 
gidity. 

It wiii, of course, be understood that after 
the container has been made in the manner here 
inabove described, the completed container may 
be coated with para?in or some similar preserv 
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ing or stiffening material, depending upon the use 
for which the container is intended. 

I am aware that numerous details of construc 
tionymay be varied through a wide range while 
practicing the method steps disclosed herein and 
without departing from the principles of the pres 
ent invention, and it is therefore not the purpose 
to limit the patent granted hereon otherwise than 
is necessitated by the scope of the appended 
claims. - 

I claim as my invention: 
1.,The method of making a paper container, 

including the steps of cutting a circular blank 
and providing inwardly extending symmetrical 
and uniform notches at spaced intervals around 
the circumference of the blank, scoring the blank 
to provide pairs of fold'lines with a notch in 
cluded between the lines of each pair for the ulti 
mate formation of pleats in the container side 
wall, pleating the blank by folding each portion 
between the fold lines, over an adjacent unnotched 
portion of the blank to form a triple-ply pleat for 
each pair of score lines with the respective notch 
reducing the pleat to double-ply near the mouth 
of the container, and rolling the margin of the 
blank at the mouth end of the container into a 
rim bead not exceeding the depth of said notches. 

2. The method of making a container which 
comprises cutting a disc-like blank with spaced 
inwardly extending notches around the periph 
ery thereof, scoring the blank to provide pairs of 
fold lines converging inwardly from adjacent each 
notch, the divergent outer ends of the fold lines 
of each pair being spaced apart about the width 
of the adjacent notch, said pairs 01 fold lines hav 
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3 
central bottom forming portion of the blank, 
pleating to fold the blank on the fold lines of 
each pair to position the blank portion between 
the fold lines of each pair over the next adja 
cent unnotched blank portion'and thus turn up 
a side wall for the bottom portion of the blank, 
said side wall having three ply folds extending 
up to the notches and two ply folds beyond the 
notches, and rolling a rim bead around the 
edge of the side wall to a depth not exceeding ' 
the depth of the notches. 

3. The method of making a container which 
comprises forming a blank with a plurality of , 
inwardly projecting notches spaced around the 
periphery thereof, folding portions of the blank 
lying inwardly of the notches and having outer 
ends not wider than the notches over the next 
adjacent unnotched portions of the blank to pro 
vide three ply folds up to the notches and two 
ply folds at the notches, and rolling a rim head 
on the thus folded blank to a depth not exceed 
ing the depth of the notches whereby only two 
plies of each three ply fold will be rolled. 

4. The method of making a container which 
comprises forming a blank with a plurality of vin 
wardly projecting notches in the outer edge there 
of, folding portions of the blank lying between 
lines extending inwardly from the ends ofthe 
notches over the next adjacent unnotched por 
tions of the blank to provide three ply folds up to 
the notches and two ply folds at the notches, and 
rolling a rim bead on the. thus folded blank 
to a depth not exceeding the depth of the notches 
whereby only two plies of each three ply fold 
will be rolled. 

CESARE BARBIERI. 


